Professional Solutions for the Green Environment

TURF HEALTHCARE PRODUCTS

- ironROOTS2
- AGRIp lex  • Noburn
- SOLUp lex  • Fe8%
- LAWNp lex  • ROOTS2
- Premix 123

GOLF COURSE ACCESSORIES

- Ball Washers
- Spike Brushes
- Flags & Poles  • Rakes
- Green Cups
- Litter Baskets
- Green and Tee Markers

AMENITY PRODUCTS

- Watering Gauges
- Hole Cutters
- Drencher Liquids, Pellets & Guns
- Soil Test Kits
- Golf Hole Indicators
- Bout Markers
- Antifoam
- Hand Cleaner
- Anti Drift Agent

COLOURANTS & ANIMAL BROWSING CONTROL

- Pro Sport green sand
- Green Lawnger grass colourant
- Lake colourant
- Scuttle animal repellent